Nationalization of the party system and electorates not obviously results in the territorial homogenization of voting behavior or shifts from the territorial to functional cleavages. Elections outcomes in Ukraine are broadly analyzed from the perspective of regional divisions, compositional effects, cleavages, and polarization of political beliefs. However, we assume that spatiality of electoral behavior in Ukraine is more complex and might be better understood from the perspective of the TPSN framework – intertwined and mutually constitutive effects of territory (T), place (P), scale (S) and networks (N). The paper aims to analyze territorial homogenization, heterogeneity, and polarization of electoral behavior in Ukraine using data at polling stations level for 2002-2014 parliamentary elections. We use Lee index (the analysis of variance using mean absolute deviation divided by two to avoid double counting) to analyze territorial homogenization. The study reveals that in 2002-2014 Ukraine was continually territorially homogenized, while, at the same time, territorially polarized – national territorial homogenization index was decreasing (higher homogenization), while the index for particular regions (Galicia and Donbas) was permanently high (higher territorial homogenization). The cartographic analysis reveals that electoral behavior patterns and territorial polarization often follow administrative borders (oblast or rayon level) as well as historical borders (the interwar border between USSR and Poland and the border between Austrian and Russian empires). Analysis of Manafort trial court documents also reveals strategic deployment of geographical scale by Party of Regions. Despite being empirically very limited, this study shows that mutual effects of bounded territories, place contexts, scale, and networks are crucial for the understanding how parties territorially structure Ukraine.

Introduction. Not all newly emerged as well as established democracies have patterns of territorial homogenization of voting behavior in the process of nationalization of electorates and party systems. Communication technologies were gradually creating opportunities to reach the whole national population and preconditions for the diminishing of spatial differences in political beliefs. However, as overwhelming geographical research shows, regional and local contexts, geographical distance and existing and phantom borders are still essential for the understanding of elections outcomes. Moreover, social media can cause polarization of political beliefs (Bail et al., 2018; Bernhardt, Krasa, & Polborn, 2008; Prior, 2013; Tucker et al., 2018). It can be manifested in electoral preferences and may have territorial dimension. Moreover, Wing and Walker (2010) argue that geography is central to electoral polarization in the United States, Johnston and Others (2004) and McAllister and Studlar (1992) reveal regional polarization of electoral preferences in the United Kingdom, and Ferreira Do Vale (2015) shows that Brazil was also polarized along regional divisions in 2014 elections. Therefore, in contrast to the nationalization of party systems and territorial homogenization hypotheses, territorial polarization is still in question for new and established democracies.

Polarization is also about cleavages, and each party that wants to remain at political arena should crystalize cleavage in society to mobilize electorate along its lines (Lipset & Rokkan, 1967). Cleavages (as well as polarization) could follow territorial or functional lines in Lipset and Rokkan model; however, they are not strictly located in one pole of the divide. While cleavages along the territorial axis are geographical in their nature and, in Lipset and Rokkan theory, are about center-periphery relations, cleavages along the functional line (ideology or economic interests) may also have geographical patterns of manifestation in the political system (for example, the geography of uneven development). Maggini and Emanuele (2015) study of the nationalization of electorates and party systems in Europe reveals that in nationalized contexts the impact of the right-left party support is higher than in territorialized contexts. In cleavage theory, it could be interpreted as the nationalization of party system results in cleavages and polarization turn from the territorial to functional axis. However, conflict nature of politics and the existence of division lines remain essential for political mobilization.

Political beliefs and electoral preferences in Ukraine are broadly interpreted in terms of regional divisions (Barrington & Herron, 2004; Birch, 2000; Craumer & Clem, 1999; Katchanovski, 2006; 2014; Khmelko, Semenova, Teleshun, & Titenenko, 2011; O’Loughlin, 2001; O’Loughlin, Toal, & Kolosov, 2016), which also often include mentions of polarization (D’anieri, 2007; Kubicek, 2000; Kudelia, 2014; Sasse & Lackner, 2018; Braychevsky, 2012; Shyshatskyi, 2006) and cleavages (Barrington, 1997, 2002; Dawson, 1997; Katchanovski, 2006, 2014; Khmelko, Semenova, Teleshun, & Titenenko, 2011; O’Loughlin, Toal, & Kolosov, 2016), which also often include mentions of polarization (D’anieri, 2007; Kubicek, 2000; Kudelia, 2014; Sasse & Lackner, 2018; Braychevsky, 2012; Shyshatskyi, 2006) and cleavages (Barrington, 1997, 2002; Dawson, 1997; Katchanovski, 2006; Malanchuk, 2005; Zimmerman, 1998). These studies often are limited to the artificial construction of regions and compositional effects, which do not reveal the whole spatiality of political beliefs in Ukraine. The issue of the territorial homogenization of electorate in Ukraine during the independence years is not revealed. The opposite process, territorial polarization, should also be examined in more details and its dynamics. Despite focus on such narrow issue as territorial polarization and homogenization, the paper also accentuates that geographical theory developments, especially debates on the scale, politics of scale, place, territory, and networks use in geographical studies, have a great potential to be used for the better understanding of the complexity of the spatiality of political beliefs in Ukraine.

Literature review. In this section of the paper, we want to discuss recent debates on the scale, territory, and place concepts use in geographical research and their potential use in the interpretation of elections results and territorial polarization. Agnew (1997; 2002; Shin & Agnew, 2008) case study of Italy reveals how political parties use different geographical scales in their rhetoric, divide and structure territory of the country, and mobilize people in different local contexts. He assumes that geography is not external to political parties but inscribed in party politics and organization (Agnew, 1997). Agnew introduces politics of scale concept to electoral geography studies and argues that political parties in their rhetoric and organization are the main actors in the politics of scale. However, Brenner
problem understanding scale just as a level of analysis. For instance, Barrington and Herron (2004) applied two, four, and eight regions model for the analysis of compositional characteristics impact on electoral preferences in Ukraine and found that language was a statistically significant factor only in the case of 2 regions. In such and other cases, scale effect could be understood in Smith (1992) terms as a mediation between homogeneity and difference.

**Data and Methodology.** The paper is based on cartographical analysis of electoral outcomes at polling stations level at 2002-2014 parliamentary elections (only proportional vote in case of mixed electoral systems in 2002, 2012, and 2014). The period of analysis is limited to 2002-2014 because there is no data at polling stations level for parliamentary elections of 1994 and 1998 in Ukraine, which complicates the analysis of electoral preferences dynamics at the local level. To analyze territorial homogenization, we followed Caramani (2002) methodological remarks and applied the analysis of variance using mean absolute deviation divided by two to avoid double counting also known as Lee index (Lee, 1988). It means that we took the sum of each party share deviation from the national average and divided it by two for each polling station in Ukraine. Then we calculated average Lee indexes for each parliamentary elections in 2002-2014 for Ukraine and separately for oblasts to reveal regional variations in the dynamics of territorial homogenization. Data for 2014 parliamentary elections is without polling stations in annexed by Russia Crimea and uncontrolled by Ukrainian government territories in Lugansk and Donetsk oblasts. We also mapped Lee indexes and analyzed the territorial distribution of polling stations with the highest deviations from the national average.

**Results and discussion.** Lee indexes for parliamentary elections 2002-2014 (divided by 100 for calculations purposes) calculated at polling stations level reveal gradual territorial homogenization of Ukraine from 2002 (0.42) to 2014 (0.28) (see Table 1). At the same time, the country was facing territorial polarization because despite the decrease in national average mean absolute deviations, three Galician oblasts had a permanently high level of polarization in 2002-2012, and Donbas oblasts also had high Lee indexes in 2002-2014. Regional dynamics in comparison to national shows that Galicia was polarized in 2002 in contrast to other regions of Ukraine, while 2006-2012 period was characterized by two poles territorial polarization, while at the national level territorial homogenization increased. In 2014 parliamentary elections, Galician oblasts homogenized to national mean, while Donbas oblasts remained polarized.

**Table 1.** Mean absolute deviation divided by two for Ukraine and Donets and Lviv oblasts for parliamentary elections 2002-2014 calculated at polling stations level

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ukraine</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donbas</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galicia</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Maps of polling stations with Lee indexes above 40 (high level of territorial polarization) reveal additional features how Ukraine was structured by political parties in 2002-2014 parliamentary elections (see Figure 1). First, in the 2002-2007 border of the territories with high deviation from the national mean in Western Ukraine followed the interwar border between USSR and Poland. Territories, which were under Polish rule voted more for national-democratic parties in this period and were in opposition to Communists and Party of Regions, which was perceived as pro-Russian. In 2012 elections, we see a turn in this part of the country. Volhynia region (Volyn and Rivne oblast and the northern part of the Ternopil oblast) homogenized with the national average, while Galicia remained highly polarized. Such turn was also accompanied by Party of Regions higher shares in Western Ukraine and Central Ukraine and nationalist Svoboda party high support in Galicia. Manafort case documents revealed by the United States court (letters and policy memos for Party of Regions leaders containing electoral strategy, advertising, and

---

(2001, p. 602) is critical of such use of the scale concept stating that Agnew’s case study which demonstrates scalar effects could not be narrowed only to scale and reveals complex spatialities of political processes, politics of location, and politics of territorial identity. As a result of the continuing debate on scale concept use in geography, Jessop, Brenner, and Jones, (2008) propose the TPSN framework (Territory, Place, Scale, Network). They argue that sociospatial relations should be understood as mutually constitutive and relationally intertwined dimensions of territories, places, scales, and networks because any singular of that dimensions cannot grasp the whole complexity of sociospatial processes (Jessop et al., 2008). Each of these four dimensions has its principle of sociospatial structuration: territory – bordering and enclosure, place – proximity, areal differentiation, and spatial embedding, scale – hierarchization and vertical differentiation, networks – interconnectivity and interdependence (Jessop et al., 2008, p. 393). The example of how place and scale are intertwined and mutually constitutive in electoral geography studies could be found in Johnston and his Colleagues (2005) study of neighborhood effect in Great Britain. They state that neighborhood effect operates at two levels: (1) level of social interactions in a locale, (2) level of a broader context, which also includes effects of local media and common agenda (Johnston et al., 2005). Agnew and Shin (2008) also show how messages at national level receive different local responses, which could be a result of the mediation role of party organization or place-specific factors.

Ukrainian electoral geographic research is mainly limited to the regional level and does not problematize local contexts or scalar effects. We argue that scale and place are also essential for the better interpretation of electoral behavior in Ukraine. Swyngeodou (2001) in his political economy studies assumes that “place matters, but scale decides”, which also could be applied to electoral geography studies. MacKinnon (2011) pointed out (proposing to replace “politics of scale” concept with “scalar politics”) that different political actors can deploy scale strategically. Parties are such actors as was revealed by Agnew (1997; 2002). Moreover, geographical generalizations can influence political parties decisions how and where to campaign (in Johnston, Shelley, & Taylor, 1990, p. 228). For instance, the vision of one of the scales as essential for the electoral campaign success by political leaders or their consultants can shape the electoral geography of the country. At the same time, parties have limited resources for the organization and how they deploy them have a geographical component. There is also a

---

Maps of polling stations with Lee indexes above 40 (high level of territorial polarization) reveal additional features how Ukraine was structured by political parties in 2002-2014 parliamentary elections (see Figure 1). First, in the 2002-2007 border of the territories with high deviation from the national mean in Western Ukraine followed the interwar border between USSR and Poland. Territories, which were under Polish rule voted more for national-democratic parties in this period and were in opposition to Communists and Party of Regions, which was perceived as pro-Russian. In 2012 elections, we see a turn in this part of the country. Volhynia region (Volyn and Rivne oblast and the northern part of the Ternopil oblast) homogenized with the national average, while Galicia remained highly polarized. Such turn was also accompanied by Party of Regions higher shares in Western Ukraine and Central Ukraine and nationalist Svoboda party high support in Galicia. Manafort case documents revealed by the United States court (letters and policy memos for Party of Regions leaders containing electoral strategy, advertising, and
media campaigns) are great examples of how political actors deploy geographical scale strategically. 2012 elections success of the Party of Regions and shown on the map turn of polling stations at Central and Western Ukraine from the higher support of national-democratic parties to average in Ukraine might be interpreted by Manafort’s strategic deployment of local scale into the national electoral campaign. His policy memos reveal that he accentuated gap between population expectations after the Orange revolution and years of Orange leaders in power and real conditions that could be experienced locally. Consequently, he proposed that campaign should include the idea of the local-national alliance for change and reorganization of the party to develop stronger regional and local presence. Polyakova (2014) case study of how nationalist Svoboda mobilized Galicia in 2012 parliamentary elections also reveals employment of local scale into national politics. Moreover, it is about the network of organizations, meetings, camps, support of local grassroots activities, which created a regional network of active people, which also was partially spread to the cities in other parts of Ukraine despite South-East of the country.

Figure 1. Deviation from the average in Ukraine electoral outcomes in parliamentary elections 2002-2014 at the polling station level (mean absolute deviation divided by two)

In 2014, Galicia demonstrated average Ukrainian mean absolute deviation (see Figure 1), while Donbass oblasts territories, which remained under the control of the Ukrainian government, continued to be polarized. Moreover, 2006-2014 territorial polarization vividly follows administrative borders in the East of the country. We should mention that industrial Donbas area is not bounded by contemporary administrative divisions, while electoral
preferences polarization follows boundaries of Donetsk and Lugansk oblasts. It shows the power of administrative elites in the mobilization of the electorate and the role of administrative resource control. Donetsk and Lugansk oblasts did not vote all the time similarly. For example, in 1999 presidential elections Donetsk oblast gave stronger support for Leonid Kuchma, while Lugansk oblast voted for Communists candidate, Petro Symonenko. In 2002 parliamentary elections, Donetsk oblast was efficiently mobilized by "Za Yedynu Ukrainu" (For United Ukraine), while Lugansk oblast remained aligned with Communists. After 2004 Orange revolution Party of Regions strategy was to unite all the businesses and local authorities who were afraid of the government changes after Orange revolution, which resulted in an alliance of predominantly South-East Ukraine administrative elites and local businesses opposed to Orange coalition. The rhetoric of the Party became vividly geographically scaled on the East-West divide constantly appealing to language and Russian questions. However, the elements of such scalar politics were also present in previous elections, but only after the Orange revolution cleavage line became more vivid and territorially structured. For instance, in the 2002 electoral campaign, Ukrainian TV was broadcasting political advertisement where the image of the map of Ukraine appeared. It was depicting three bordered from West to East territorial units, which were described as "three kinds of Ukrainians" appealing to "true Ukrainians" in the West, "hybrid Russified Ukrainians" in the Center, and "corrupted Ukrainians in the East". Geographical scale rhetoric was used here for the mobilization based on negative emotions (mobilization against East as a citizens "of lower quality" and was drawing clear lines between imagined "Us" and "Them" geographically).

Cartographic analysis also reveals that territories with higher shares of ethnic minorities are more territorially polarized. It should be cautiously treated and need further research for interpretation. Our study shows that it is not strictly following local distribution of ethnic minorities but is bounded by administrative borders at rayon level. At the same time, rayons where national minorities according to 2001 Census were composing majority of the rayon’s population (Bereginsky rayon and Beregovo city in Zakarpattya, Gertaivsky rayon in Chernivtsi, Putylivsky rayon in Sumy, Bolgradskyi, Artyszykyi, Reniyskyi, Tarutynskyi, and Izmailsky city in Odessa oblast) are highly polarized in contrast to rayons where share of national minorities is lower than 50 percent but still essential (higher than 10%), which demonstrate various electoral behavior patterns. Moreover, we should admit that high Lee index is not obviously about territorial polarization but may reveal spatial heterogeneity and local variations in party support. Such local variations (clusters of spatially concentrated polling stations with high deviation from the national mean) may be interpreted as unique places for further research of local contexts effects and local manifestations of party and electoral campaign organization.

Conclusion. While parliamentary elections 2002-2014 reveal continually increasing territorial homogenization of voting behavior in Ukraine, it was accompanied by territorial polarization in three Galician oblasts and two Donbas oblasts. In 2002, Galician oblasts were the only pole to national mean, while the rest of the country also demonstrated high territorial heterogeneity. After the Orange revolution territory of the country was continually territorially homogenized despite rhetorical and media polarization, while the two poles structure (Galicia and Donbas) is revealed in 2006-2012 elections. Moreover, in 2012, Galicia pole was following historical border of Austrian empire instead of contemporary administrative borders (northern part of Ternopil oblast became less polarized and voted closer to average national mean). Volhynia region also demonstrated turn to national average in 2012, which diminished previous representation of interwar border between Poland and USSR. It might be interpreted by strategic change of scalar politics by Party of Regions and scalar reorganization of the Party, which could be found at Manafort trial court documents. Case studies of nationalist Svoboda party mobilization of Galicia region (Polyakova, 2014) reveal the role of local networks and local organization of electoral campaigns effects (also scalar effects). In 2014 elections, Galicia was territorially homogenized to national mean, while Donetsk and Lugansk oblasts territories under the control of Ukrainian government remained polarized as well as high level of polarization remained in administratively bounded territories, ethno-ethnic minorities constitute majority of the population.

The TPSN framework is useful for the interpretation of such patterns of electoral behavior in Ukraine. First, territory as a bounded area is essential both in case of voting behavior strictly following administrative boundaries and manifestations of historical borders (interwar border between USSR and Poland in 2002-2007 and border between Austrian and Russian empires in case of Galicia 2012). However, the interpretation of the influence of contemporary administrative boundaries as well as historical borders need further research. Second, place is essential because we can find many local variations, which do not follow regional patterns within contemporary administrative or phantom borders as well as local contexts are essential for the response to political messages at all the levels and are elements of parties’ organization. Our study reveals that scale is also essential for the understanding of territorial patterns of voting in Ukraine and political parties strategic deployment of scale can change electoral geography of the country (Party of Regions strategic local-national alliance for Western and Central Ukraine oblasts in preparation for 2012 elections revealed by Manafort case documents). Moreover, all the mentioned dimensions of the interpretation of voting behavior have networks effects, which include party local-regional-national networks creation as well as social connections importance for neighborhood effect use by political parties (demonstrated by Polyakova case study of Svoboda electoral campaign in Galicia in 2012). Therefore, spatiality of electoral results in Ukraine is a mix of scalar, territorial, place, and networks effects on voting behavior in the country and parties have a mediation role connecting local and national contexts.
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ПОЛИТИКА МАШТАБА ТА ТЕРРИТОРІАЛЬНА ПОЛЯРИЗАЦІЯ ЕЛЕКТРОВІДРЯДІВ У ПРЕБІРЕЖНІЙ ЗОІ УКРАЇНИ, 2002–2014

Статтю розглядають територіальну гомогенізацію та поляризацію в Україні на прикладі парламентських виборів в 2002–2014 рр. Для представлення використовують дані на уроці кількісного аналізу та індекс Лі для аналізу територіальної гомогенізації (аналіз зміни на основі середнього абсолютного опинення, поданого на день для індикаторів додатного походження). Ре- зультати показують, що, географічне поле в Україні в 2002–2014 рр. стало значно більше територіально гомогенізованим (індекс Лі постепенно знижувався), але поляризація залишалась значною, що призвело до зміни в структурі географічного розподілу.

Ключові слої: територіальність, географічна гомогенізація, територіальна поляризація, політична географія, парламентські вибори в Україні.